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Lesson Number: 26B                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Subject:  Social Science Grade 5 
Term: One (1) 
Week: 8   
Lesson: 26 
Date:   
Unit: 2 
Topic: State and Federal Government 
Sub-Topic: A visit to the Parliament house 
Learning outcome: Identify some basic information about the Parliament house.  
 
INTRODUCTION.  

This lesson has 1 resource that you will use titled “A visit to the Parliament House”. 

INSTRUCTIONS.  

In your exercise book, copy the Header. Make sure your handwriting is neat and legible. (I will be 

checking your books when you return to school)  

To complete this lesson, you must follow the following steps: 

Step 1.  Read the resource below on ‘A visit to the Parliament House’. 

Step 2.  Your Practice Exercise is organized into 5 reading and comprehension 
                   Questions where you find out more about some key words.  

              Step 3.  Copy the questions first and answer them in complete sentences in  
                                 your exercise book. 
  

Now you are ready to do your practice exercise 
 

Practice Exercise 1. 
 

Now that you have read resource you can now answer the questions.  

1. Who is the sergeant at arms referring to? Begin your answer with: The sergeant at arms is 
referring to ………………………………………………………………………………….......................... 

2. What is the Mace? And what purpose does it serve? Begin your answer with: The mace is 
a…………………………………...and its purpose is to……………………………................................ 

3. What purpose does the committee table serve? Begin your answer with:  The purpose of the 

committee table in the Parliament is to …………………………………………………………………… 

4. The design of the Parliament reminds us of our traditions. Why do you think that is so? Begin 

your answer with:  According to the pictures the design of the parliament shows 

………………………………………………………………………………................................................ 

5. In your opinion, why do you think the Parliament is set in the way it is displayed in the pictures 

given below? Begin your answer with: In my opinion I think …………………………………………. 

Now that you have identified some key words and your thoughts on the design of the parliament you 

are ready to tackle Lesson 27 and look at the parliament and what it represents. 
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Resource: A visit to Parliament house. 

 

 


